Divergent Series
Read-alikes from Novelist
Hunger Games trilogy
Collins, Suzanne
YA Fiction Collins, S
Grades 7-10
Reason: Readers who can't get
enough dystopian fiction with strong
female main characters will enjoy both
series in which factions compete in often disturbing
contests in which their strength and courage are
tested. -- Kathy Stewart

Legend (Marie Lu) series
Lu, Marie, 1984YA Sci-Fi/Fantasy Lu, M
Grades 7-10
Reason: Readers who prefer their
science fiction laced with romance will
be intrigued by these high-octane
series that take place in futuristic
versions of North America and explore complicated
issues of war, politics, love, and sacrifice. -Rebecca Honeycutt

Under the Never Sky trilogy
Rossi, Veronica
YA Fiction Rossi, V
Grades 7-12
Reason: Readers drawn to actionpacked dystopian stories will find
much to love in these two series,
which follow heroines forced into new
lives as they discover their strength, overcome
prejudice, and fall in love. -- Alina Gerall

Blood of Eden series
Kagawa, Julie
YA Fiction Kagawa, J
Grades 8-12
Reason: Readers who like their
dystopias infused with a little
supernatural will enjoy both series in
which strong teen girls fight to stay
alive -- as an initiate (Divergent) and in a
recognizable post-apocolyptic world taken over by
vampires (Blood). -- Kathy Stewart

Quarantine series
Thomas, Lex
YA Fiction Thomas, L
Grades 9-12
Reason: Teens in factions fighting
for survival are a common thread of
both suspenseful sci fi books. The
dystopian world in Quarantine is
smaller, and the violence more gruesome, while
Divergent has a thread of romance. -- Kathy Stewart

Uglies series
Westerfeld, Scott
YA Fiction Westerfeld, S
Grades 6-9
Reason: These series are
Suspenseful and Compelling, and
they share: the genre 'Science fiction'
and the subjects 'Dystopias' and 'Teenage girls'.

Maze Runner trilogy
Dashner, James, 1972YA Fiction Dashner, J
Grades 7-10
Reason: These series are
Suspenseful and Compelling, and
they share: the genre 'Science fiction'
and the subject 'Dystopias'.

